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Box Contents for November 5th and November 12th  
2# parsnips 
2# ‘Desiree’ red potatoes 
6# assorted squash 
1 leek 
3# ‘Bolero’ carrots 
2# red beets 
1 large kohlrabi 
1 head red cabbage 
2 shallots 
1 bunch bok choi 
1 bunch White Russian kale 
 
Nov. 19th  produce (we think): lots more squash –celery root – potatoes – 
carrots – beets – Brussels sprouts – radicchio  - greens, if weather allows! 

Ideas and info for this week’s produce 
Squash – I’m going to start with squash, because you have 
a lot of it! Every box has about 3# of Delicata, with the 
balance made up of a mix of acorn, butternut, and Carnival 
(similar to acorn). First, all of these squash should last for a 
month or more, when stored at room temperature with 
decent air flow. You are going to be getting another six 
pounds two weeks from now, so pace yourself on the 
squash consumption and don’t get burnt out!  
Should you notice mold or soft spots on any squash, you’ll 
want to use it right away. For butternuts (or Red Kuri and 
Winter Luxury if you still have them hanging around), the 
best thing to do is cut out any bad spots, halve, and remove 
the seeds. Then you can bake in the oven at 350° until quite 
soft, scoop out the flesh, and freeze for future soup or pie. 
Acorns, Delicata, and Carnival won’t yield as much usable 
squash meat as the bigger varieties, but if you are in a pinch 
you can treat them the same way.  
Potatoes – These should be stored in the paper bag they 
came in to prevent greening. In a lower cupboard in your 
kitchen is a good spot for potatoes that you aren’t going to 
use right away. This is one of the crops we had planned to 
have a lot more of this year, but pests had a different idea… 
if you have a strong feeling about the quantity of potatoes 
you’d prefer to get over the course of the season I’d like to 
hear from you as we make our storage crop plans for next 
year. 
Beets, Carrots, Parsnips – These staple root crops will 
keep nicely in your fridge for several weeks. You’ll be 
getting more beets and carrots in two weeks, but we aren’t 
planning on giving parsnips again, unless something goes 
awry with one of our other planned items for the next box. 
The carrot variety is ‘Bolero’ a really nice, sweet, and 
crunchy carrot that is great for snacking or cooking. 
Kohlrabi – Fall kohlrabi was an experimental crop for us 
this year. We grew two varieties, and the larger ‘Kossack’ 
is what you are getting today. These grew so fast after our 
heavy September rain that we could almost see them 
growing. Finally I started to worry that they would be TOO 
big by the time we harvested them for this week’s CSA, so 
we picked them about a week ago. Upon harvesting, each 
one spontaneously split open! We think there must be some 
capillary balance between the bulbous stem and the root 
that fails once we sever the plant from its roots… In any 
case, we haven’t noticed any significant damage to the 
interior part of the kohlrabi as a result of this splitting, but I 
do think it’s advisable to eat them sooner than later. As this 
box is heavy on things that need to be cooked, I’d suggest 
using the kohlrabi raw as slaw or crudités. It’s nice to have 
fresh juicy things to balance all the sweet, dense roots and 
such. You definitely will need to peel the kohlrabi – this 
skin is tough! Use a paring knife and be careful. 

Local Roots Farm News 

It is so exciting to be sending these extra large CSA boxes out 
the door today. We’ve been plotting and planning how to make 
this happen for over a year, and until the produce was actually 
packed up yesterday there were still some logistical questions 
that we had not yet answered.  

It’s taken a lot of people’s time and energy to make this 
extended season CSA happen, and I want to especially thank 
our Sunday and Monday crew: Sam, Annie, Dan, and Dave, 
who did a lot of heavy lifting and repetitive work over the last 
couple days to get these boxes put together. As you’ll see when 
you unpack your box, it was a bit of a puzzle to even make 
everything fit in the box. Sam and Annie are also to be thanked 
in advance for the additional heavy lifting they will be doing 
when they make the CSA deliveries this afternoon. 

We also, of course, had help from our whole crew this fall 
getting all this produce harvested, washed, and packed in our 
storage areas. Our good friend Brady, who worked here from 
2010-2012, came back to help out with the squash harvest, and 
singlehandedly harvested more than half of our total squash crop 
– our best guess is a total of 30,000 pounds. 

Now we’ll all get a little bit of a break. This is the first week this 
season we don’t have a Thursday market to attend, so both 
Wednesday and Thursday are now days that we can focus on 
other tasks here on the farm. We also will be taking next week 
off from CSA packing and deliveries, so we look forward to 
restocking our fridge with the root crops that still remain in the 
field, and taking care of some unfinished fall cleanup projects.  

The change in the weather this week certainly reminds us that 
we are in the depths of fall. Our days are shorter, and rain and 
mud slows everything down when we work in the field. After 
spending all season saying “next month things slow down a 
little,” now that it’s November I think it might actually be true. 
Thanks so much to all of you for your support of our farm. We 
love growing food for your families, and it feels great to be able 
to extend the season of beautiful local produce. 

Large box additions 
1 ‘Carnival’ squash 
2# Red-Cored Chantenay carrots 
(great for cooking) 
1 bunch Rainbow chard 
1 head romanesco  
 
 
 


